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UK RESIDENTIAL
MARKET UPDATE
HOUSING POLICY TAKES
CENTRE STAGE
Boosting the supply of housing is a key priority for policymakers, as a result
anticipation is building for the Housing White Paper, due for release shortly,
to see if the policies it contains can help unlock further housebuilding
across the UK.

Key facts Jan 2017
Average UK house prices rose by
0.8% in December, taking the annual
increase to 4.5% according to data
from Nationwide
Average prices in prime central
London (PCL) fell by 6.3% in 2016,
but with wide variations across
sub-markets…
…while activity levels in PCL in
November 2016 were higher than that
in November 2015 and 2014

Economic and housing
market overview
The celebrations to see in the New Year
had barely ended on January 3rd, but the
Government was already issuing its second
announcement of the year on housing. Its
first was to highlight plans for new Garden
Villages and Towns, and the second was
the release of more detail on Starter Homes
– new houses that will be sold at a 20%
discount to qualifying first-time buyers. This
scheme was first mooted in late 2014, but
has yet to start.

But creating new homes where they are
needed in the country is a complex task,
with hurdles for developers in accessing
land, some parts of the planning system
and the increasing issue of affordability in
some locations.
Household sentiment is also a key issue,
and the performance of the UK economy
has a bearing on this. In this regard, the
UK economy performed better than many
expected last year, and the IMF has just
revised up its forecasts for growth this year.
New data shows inflation starting to creep
up. This will put a renewed focus on base
rates, although the likelihood of the Bank of
England making a sudden move is slim. For
those who can access the housing market,
mortgage rates remain near record lows.

Net additional dwellings, England
250,000

Average rents across Great Britain rose
by 2.3% in the year to November 2016,
rising by 2.4% in England alone

to the end of March 2016 was 189,650 –
indicating that in the year to March 2017 the
important 200,000 units-a-year barrier will be
breached. Yet some estimate that we need
many more houses every year than this – the
Lords Economic Affairs Committee put the
figure at 300,000.
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The data on the delivery of new homes is
positive – the most recent estimates of net
supply of housing in England in the year
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There have been strong hints from the
Housing Minister that some of the focus will
be on increasing the supply of housing by
looking at all forms of tenure, by encouraging
new forms of development – such as
modular building – and support for small and
medium-sized developers.
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“The data showing the
growth in delivery of
new homes in England
is positive, and indicates
that in the year to March
2017 the important
200,000 units-a-year
barrier will be breached.”

If the Government’s focus on boosting the
delivery of new homes had not already
been clear, this was a reminder. However,
the real meat of the Government’s plans,
the Housing White Paper, has yet to make
an appearance.
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Initial data suggests that transaction levels
remained fairly steady last year across the
UK, although some parts of the market
have been affected by successive stamp
duty changes.
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Values in prime central London fell by
6% last year as the market continued to
absorb stamp duty increases, but as has
increasingly been the case, the market
remains highly localised, with price
changes ranging from 0% in the City and
East market to –13.5% in Chelsea, as
shown in the map below.

Knight Frank’s prime market survey late
last year, which showed that more than
half of buyers in the £1.5m+ market were
reviewing their budget for a new home in
light of the new rules.

Prime Country: Supply and demand

Prime Home Counties rental growth
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Yet, after a slowdown in activity after
the property tax changes and then the
Brexit vote, the market is showing signs
of renewed momentum, with a higher
number of transactions in November than
in the same month in 2015 or 2014.

14.1%

In the prime country market, Knight Frank
offices also recorded a 9% uptick in
£2m+ sales in 2016 compared to 2015,
with a rise in new buyer activity especially
towards the end of the year.
Average prices across the prime
country market dipped by 0.4%, price
performance varies across price bands,
with values in the sub-£1m market rising
by 3.5% during the year – largely because
this sector of the market is less affected
by the stamp duty changes. The impact
of taxation was further underlined in

rents in London and the Home Counties
fell by and 5.1% and 0.8% respectively
during the year. A rise in stock levels in the
prime markets is weighing on rental growth,
however transaction activity remains strong
amid continuing demand for rental property.
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Rental market
Average rents rose by 2.3% across the UK
in the year to November 2016, while prime
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Annual growth declined to -6.3% in
December
Macro View: The difficulty of
assumptions in 2017

This pattern is in contrast to last year, when
there was a pick-up following the May general
election, as figure 2 shows.
In respect of the first eleven months of 2016,
Knight Frank data shows November accounted
for 14.1% of total sales, the second highest
month after March. Indeed, the number of
Knight Frank sales was higher in November
2016 than the same month in 2014 and 2015.
We observe a similar though less marked uptick
in the wider London market, with November
accounting for 10.1% of sales recorded on
LonRes in the first eleven months of 2016, the

third highest figure after 10.8% in February and
18% in March.
Further analysis shows to what extent
transactions have stabilised since the summer.
While sales volumes were -38% lower in June
compared to 2015, this gap had halved to -19%
by November. The equivalent figure compared
to 2014 narrowed to -18% from -45% over the
same time period.
Whether strengthening sales volumes in the
second half of 2016 will provide a reliable
indicator for the first six months of 2017 remains
to be seen. Political uncertainty is unlikely to
subside in the early part of next year as the
UK triggers the process to leave the European
Union, Donald Trump potentially charts a new
economic course in the US and ahead of
elections in several European countries.

Annual rental value growth eased to -5.1%
in December
The number of new instructions fell -17%
in November, the first decline in 2016

The trend was caused primarily by an
uncertain outlook for price growth in the sales
market following a series of tax changes,
which meant more vendors decided to let their
property until greater clarity emerged.

The number of tenancies agreed in
November was 34% higher than the
same month in 2015

Despite the seasonal slowdown, November
2016 was the first month that marked a
reversal of this trend, suggesting rental value
declines may be starting to bottom out.

Average prime gross yield was 3.21%

Annual rental value growth last peaked
at 4.2% in May 2015, the month of the
UK general election, and has been on a
downwards trajectory since then.

Macro View: The difficulty of assumptions
in 2017

However, as the 2016 sales volumes data shows,
sufficient pent-up demand has formed for buyers
to act when they perceive value. Average values
fell -6.3% in the year to December 2016, and we
expect to see broadly flat price growth in 2017 as
declines start to bottom out.

However, November saw a minor
improvement, with rental value growth of
-5.1% compared to a figure of -5.2% in
October.

For now, however, prime central London
remains a tenants’ market due to the high
levels of stock that came onto the market in
2016, primarily in higher price brackets.
Activity levels remained high as the Christmas
holiday period approached. The number
of tenancies agreed in November was
34% higher than the same month in 2015,
which compared to a rise of 23.6% over
the first eleven months of the year (figure
2). The number of viewings rose 17.8%
between January and November, while new
prospective tenants increased 6.9%.

The number of new properties placed on the

Furthermore, despite ongoing weaker demand
among company executives due to the
uncertain global economic backdrop, many
markets experienced an uptick in viewings
and new prospective tenants ahead of the
holiday period among executives who delayed
acting until after the US general election.

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

Falling rental values coupled with impending
tax changes that will affect landlords in 2017
have had a dampening effect on new supply.

DEMAND JUMPS BUT PRIME
HOME COUNTIES RENTS SEE
SLIGHT FALL IN 2016

Higher levels of taxation continue to be the primary driver of
prime property market performance but there are signs that
demand is picking up

Key headlines from
Q4 2016
Prime property prices fell by 0.4%
between October and December
Prices have fallen by 0.4% over the
last 12 months, the first annual fall
since mid-2013
Knight Frank data shows a 9% increase
in £2 million-plus sales in 2016
compared with 2015
Sub-£2 million sales accounted for
52% of all Knight Frank deals in 2016

Prime country property values fell by
0.4% between October and December,
the third consecutive quarter in which
prices have fallen.
Taxation continues to be the biggest
drag on the top end of the market with
higher purchase costs contributing to the
slowdown in pricing in recent months.
As a result values ended 2016 marginally
lower, falling by around 0.4% on average
compared with the 12 months to
December 2015.
The EU Referendum in June added to a
climate of uncertainty over the course of the
year, although the direct impact on activity
levels has been limited at this stage.
This is underlined by the fact that the number
of £2 million-plus sales completed by Knight
Frank in 2016 was 9% higher compared with
2015, with nearly 60% of such deals taking
place in the second half of the year.
November was the busiest month in
terms of £2 million-plus transactions since
December 2014, our data shows.

Results for Q4 2016

The sub-£1 million market, meanwhile,
continues to attract the lion’s share of
demand, accounting for over 50% of
transactions in 2016. Properties in this
price bracket have been less affected by
recent tax changes and accordingly have
seen price growth of 3.5% on average
over the last 12 months, further reinforcing
the two-speed nature of the prime
regional housing market.

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

The marginal decline over the course of the
year came as stock levels at the top end
of the market continued to edge upwards,
a trend which has been fuelled by greater
uncertainty in the sales market following a
series of tax changes.

There was a 39% year-on-year
increase in new instructions in the
fourth quarter
Viewings rose by 17% in Q4 2016
compared with the same period
of 2015, while the number of new
prospective tenants increased by 28%
over the same time

The number of viewings rose by 14%
year-on-year in the three months to the
end of December.
However, while good prime housing
stock continues to attract buyer interest,
particularly that which is best in class, and
appropriately priced, supply remains tight
across the market.

Prime rents across the Home Counties fell
by 0.8% in 2016 following a 1.6% decline
in the final quarter of the year, the latest
Knight Frank rental index showed.

Rents fell by 1.6% between October
and December

As we have noted in previous updates,
demand remains robust across the
market, with a 9.6% year-on-year increase
in the number of new prospective buyer
registrations in the three months to the
end of December, and a 4% increase
over 2016 as a whole.

Anecdotally, the pick-up in prime
activity comes on the back of asking
price reductions which have helped

Higher stock levels have contributed to a fall in prime rental values
across the Home Counties in 2016, but activity across the market
remains buoyant, especially for sub-£4,000 per month properties

Prime rents across the Home Counties
fell by 0.8% in 2016

align the expectations of both vendors
and purchasers.

-2.2%

Accordingly, Knight Frank was instructed
to let 39% more properties in Q4 2016
compared with the previous year, and the
number of market appraisals – a good
indicator of future stock levels – was up by
45% over the same period.
As a result it remains a tenants’ market,
particularly in higher price brackets,
with landlords having to be flexible with
regards to asking rents in order to remain
competitive and keep void periods to
a minimum.

-9.5%

4

Meanwhile, activity levels picked up
towards the end of the year. The number
of tenancies agreed
between October and
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“As the 2016 sales volumes
data shows, sufficient pent-up
demand has formed in the last
two years for buyers to act
when they perceive value”
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“The number of £2 million-plus
sales completed by Knight
Frank in 2016 was 9% higher
annually, with nearly 60% of
such deals taking place in the
second half of the year.”

Price change

Supply and demand drivers

Annual and quarterly change in prime country
property values
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Agents note that much of this demand was
focused on the sub-£4,000 per month price
bracket with such properties often letting
faster than those in higher price brackets.
This section of the market was also boosted
by an increase in corporate enquiries
from company executives moving to the
Home Counties for work over the course
of the quarter.
Accordingly, some 77% of corporate
enquiries in December, for example, had
budgets of between £1,000 and £4,000
per month.
Agents note that there has also been a pickup in interest for lets of £10,000 and above,
more details of which can be found in the
Super-Prime Home Counties Lettings report.
FIGURE 2

FIGURE 1

Prime Home Counties rental growth

Prime rental supply and demand
Home Counties, Q4 2016 v Q4 2015
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The number of viewings rose 17% over
the same time compared with 2015, while
the volume of new prospective tenants
increased by 28%.
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December was 12% higher than the same
period of 2015, and 16% higher than during
the previous quarter.
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“Demand for prime rental
property across the Home
Counties remains robust,
but higher stock levels
across the market have put
pressure on values.”
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Year-on-year decline in sales volumes
narrowed to -19% in November from
-38% in June

An analysis of sales volumes for this year
shows that following a spike in March ahead
of a stamp duty hike and fewer transactions in
subsequent months as uncertainty around the
EU referendum intensified, activity has risen
steadily in recent months.

market in November fell -17% compared to
the same month in 2015, which was the first
year-on-year decline in 2016. If the rate of
new stock continues to slow, there could be
a stabilising effect on rental values at the start
of 2017.

TENANCIES AGREED

The number of Knight Frank sales in
November was higher than the same
month in 2014 and 2015

The second half of 2016 was marked by a
steady improvement in sales volumes as
vendors lowered asking prices to reflect the
changed regulatory backdrop in prime central
London.

High stock levels continue to put downwards pressure on rental values but the
trend is showing early signs of a reversal, says Tom Bill
The prime central London lettings market in
2016 was marked by high stock levels and
falling rental values.

NEW PROSPECTICE TENANTS

December 2016
November was the second highest
month for sales volumes in 2016 after a
stamp duty spike in March

December 2016

COUNTRY HOUSE PRICES
DIP BUT DEMAND RISES

NEW INSTRUCTIONS

Despite a backdrop of political uncertainty, sales volumes are rising as
lower asking prices release pent-up demand, says Tom Bill

HOME COUNTIES
LETTINGS INDEX

PRIME COUNTRY
HOUSE INDEX

NEW SUPPLY SHOWS SIGNS OF
RECEDING IN PRIME CENTRAL
LONDON

MARKET APPRAISALS

SALES VOLUMES STRENGTHEN
IN NOVEMBER AS ASKING PRICES
ADJUST

This report analyses the performance of single-unit
rental properties in the second-hand prime central
London market between £500 and £5,000-plus per
week. For an analysis of the build-to-rent market
and the institutional private rented sector in London
and the rest of the UK, please see our Private
Rented Sector Update report here.
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